Gain critical skills to build and lead an Agile organization
For enterprises globally, surviving in today's dynamic business landscape depends on how Agile transformation happens. With Agile transformation, businesses are witnessing drastic improvement in productivity, performance, growth, profitability, and higher customer satisfaction. The biggest enablers for successful Agile transformation are leaders, especially senior leadership who develop new Agile mindset and capabilities for them to trickle down across departments and organically mature as an Agile organization.

Professional Agile Leadership (PAL 1) certification training addresses in-depth Agile leadership development in an organization. The PAL Essentials training is an intermediate-level course that helps to build skills and competencies to bring in organizational agility and help supporting teams to achieve higher performance.

Importance of Professional Agile Leadership Essentials Training

Get Invensis Learning Advantage

- Interactive instructor-led PAL Essentials training
- Expert PST trainer, interactive sessions with case studies and role plays
- Classes across 108+ locations worldwide
- Official PAL 1 certificate from Scrum.org
- PAL 1 Study Guide prepared by subject matter experts
- Interact with co-participants from a diverse background
- Achieve 14 PDUs/14 SEUs
- Convenient 2-day training on weekends/weekdays
About PAL Essentials Training

This 2-day Professional Agile Leadership (PAL 1) certification Training is a hands-on workshop that is ideal for leaders and senior managers who work with teams to improve their Agile capability. The PAL 1 training covers key topics, including theory and principles, improving value delivery, value, culture, professionalism, and scaling.

This PAL Essentials training will be delivered by an expert Professional Scrum Trainer (PST). These PSTs have extensive experience of implementing Agile and incorporating Agile leadership thinking in real-world scenarios, and they achieve the status of PST only after rigorous evaluation process from Scrum.org.

*Participants must attend a 2-day (16 Hour) classroom training/public workshop delivered by a PST. At this time, there is no option of taking this PAL 1 Certification Course as online training.

Benefits of PAL 1 Certification Training

- A PAL 1 certified professional demonstrates skills and knowledge to bring in organizational agility to improve performance
- Ingrains a new Agile leadership thinking to execute the framework at all levels in an enterprise
- Gain practical skills to guide and coach teams, and address impediments in their way
- PAL 1 certified individuals stay relevant, more marketable, and expand their career opportunities across industry sectors
- Be part of Agile transformation within your enterprise by creating a high-performance organizational culture
- Enhance leadership skills by understanding behaviors within an organizational culture
Job roles that can benefit from Professional Agile Leadership (PAL) certification training include, but are not limited to:

- Scrum Masters
- Product Owners
- HR Managers
- Operation Managers
- PMO Leads
- Process Champions
- Agile Coaches / Consultants
- Middle Management
- Leaders with Organizational Influence
- Leaders who interact with Agile teams
- Leaders involved with Agile adoption

Invensis Learning is a leading certification training provider for individuals and enterprises globally. Our expertise in providing globally-recognized IT & Technical certification courses has enabled us to be one of the trusted certification training partners for many Fortune 500 organizations and Government institutions worldwide. Invensis Learning has trained and certified thousands of professionals across a wide-range of categories such as IT Service Management, Project Management, Quality Management, IT Security and Governance, Cloud Computing, DevOps, Agile Project Management, and Digital Courses. Invensis Learning’s certification training programs adhere to global standards such as PMI, TUV SUD, AXELOS, ISACA, DevOps Institute, EXIN, and PEOPLECERT.

Who’ll benefit from PAL 1 Essentials Training?

Job roles that can benefit from Professional Agile Leadership (PAL) certification training include, but are not limited to:

- Scrum Masters
- Product Owners
- HR Managers
- Operation Managers
- PMO Leads
- Process Champions
- Agile Coaches / Consultants
- Middle Management
- Leaders with Organizational Influence
- Leaders who interact with Agile teams
- Leaders involved with Agile adoption
Prerequisites to take up PAL 1 Certification Training

There are no prerequisites to take up PAL 1 training. However, it would be recommended if the participant has basic Agile knowledge in an enterprise set up.

Maintaining PAL 1 Credential

There is no need to maintain or renew the PAL 1 certification. Your PAL 1 credential is valid for life.

PAL Essentials Training Course Overview

- Theory and Principles
- Improving Value Delivery
- Value – The “What”
- Culture – The “Who”
- Professionalism – The “How”
- Scaling

Note: The training materials are created and maintained by Scrum.org’s Ken Schawber, who is the co-creator of Scrum. PSTs delivering this PAL 1 certification training bring their own real-life experiences and style to the course, but everybody used the same material across the globe to ensure participants learn the same content irrespective of where the course is being delivered and who is teaching it.
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